Ancient Israelites Test

1. How did the suffering of the ancient Israelites help keep their religion alive over time? Find a quote from the book that supports your statement/claim and explain what it says (paraphrase the concept), what it means (give example/or explain) and why it matters (connect the importance).

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

2. How did the Torah, or Hebrew Bible, help the ancient Israelites keep their religion alive over time even though they were dispersed all over the world and away from their homeland? Find a quote from the book that supports your statement/claim and explain what it says (paraphrase the concept/idea), what it means (give example/or explain) and why it matters (connect the importance).

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
3. How are The Ten Commandments a great influence on modern society and still an important part of humanity? Find a piece of evidence from the book that supports your statement/claim and explain what it says (paraphrase the concept/idea), what it means (give example/or explain) and why it matters (connect the importance).